Investigative Journalism Awards 2021
Total Entries: 71
Total Entries

Print/Online Media (Local): 05
Print/Online Media (National): 31
Electronic Media (News): 20
Electronic Media (Documentary): 07
CFG Local Print/Online Media: 01
CFG National Print/Online Media: 04
CFG Electronic Media: 03
Local Print/Online Media

WINNER
Local Print/Online Media

Subject of the Report:
পাখর রাজ্যে মিলিমিশে হরিলুট, দীর্ঘ হয় লাশের সারি (আট পর্বের ধারাবাহিক প্রতিবেদন)
Allied Looting of Stones: Pile of Bodies Getting Longer (Eight-part series report)

Newspaper:
Sylhetvoice.com

Date of Publication:
25 to 31 August and 2 September 2020

Present Work Station:
Reporter, sylhetvoice.com

Subject of the Report:
খুলনার তৃণমূল যাহুসেবায় অনিয়ম (বিশ পর্বের ধারাবাহিক প্রতিবেদন)
Irregularities in Healthcare at Khulna (Twenty-part series report)

Newspaper:
The Daily Purbanchal

Date of Publication:
21 January to 9 February 2020.

Present Work Station:
Staff Reporter, The Daily Purbanchal
National Print/Online Media

WINNER
Subject of the Report:
বেসব হত্যার বিচার হয় না
The Murders that are not Brought to Justice

Newspaper/Online:
The Daily Prothom Alo

Date of Publication:
29 August 2020

Present Work Station:
Graduate Teaching Assistant, Colorado State University, USA
Electronic Media (Report)

WINNER
Electronic Media (Report)

Subject of the Report:
Investigation of NID Frauds (Two-part series report)

Channel:
Channel 24

Date of Broadcast:
04 and 08 September 2020

Present Work Station:
Senior Reporter, Channel 24

Muhammad Mukimul Ahsan
Senior Reporter
Electroninc Media (Videography)

Subject of the Report:
এনআইডি জালিয়াতির অনুসন্ধান (দুই পর্বের ধারাবাহিক প্রতিবেদন)
Investigation of NID Frauds (Two-part series report)

Channel:
Channel 24

Date of Broadcast:
04 and 08 September 2020

Present Work Station:
Senior Cameraperson, Channel 24

Mominul Haque Afan
Senior Cameraperson
Electronic Media (Documentary)

Subject of the Documentary:
ঢাকার মালিক কত?
*How many Owners of Dhaka?*

Date of Broadcast:
12 December 2020

Subject of the Documentary:
ভাতা যাচ্ছে ভূতের পেটে!
*Allowance Goes to the Ghost!*

Date of Broadcast:
22 February 2020

Unmochon Team
Maasranga Television
Electronic Media~ CFG
WINNER
Electronic Media~ CFG

Subject of the Report:
ジャルバジャル・তহবিলে নয়-ছয় (চার পর্বের ধারাবাহিক প্রতিবেদন)
Dissipate in Climate Fund (Four-part series report)

Channel:
Ekattor Television

Date of Broadcast:
19 to 22 August 2020

Present Work Station:
Special Correspondent, Ekattor Television

Mufti Parvez Nadir Reza
Special Correspondent
Electroninc Media-CFG (Videography)

Subject of the Report:
জলবায়ু তহবিলে নয়-ছয় (চার পর্বের ধারাবাহিক প্রতিবেদন)
Dissipate in Climate Fund (Four-part series report)

Channel:
Ekattor Television

Date of Broadcast:
19 to 22 August 2020

Present Work Station:
Cameraperson, Ekattor Television
National Print/Online Media - CFG

WINNER
Subject of the Report:
উপকূলীয় বেড়িবাঁধ (পাঁচ পর্বের ধারাবাহিক প্রতিবেদন)
Coastal Embankment (Five-part series report)
Newspaper/Online:
risingbd.com
Date of Publication:
8-10 and 12-13 August 2020
Present Work Station:
Staff Reporter, risingbd.com
All Winners

Muhammad Mukimul Ahsan
Senior Reporter

Momnul Haque Afan
Senior Cameraperson

Mufti Parvez Nadir Reza
Special Correspondent

Md. Alam Hossain
Cameraperson

Ahmed Zayeef
Former Staff Reporter

Shorif Uddin Tanu Miah
Reporter

H. M. Alauddin
Staff Reporter

Md. Rafiqul Islam
Staff Reporter

Unmochon Team
Maastranga Television

STOP CORRUPTION
...NOW
Thank You